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End-to-end
XDocs DITA CCMS provides 

a complete solution.Your 
content team can create, 

review, find, update, manage, 
localize and deliver content with 

unparalleled agility.

Solutions for all your  
content challenges

Delivering content for different 
audiences, languages, and 
publish outputs is simple. 

Delivery is agile, automated, and 
responsive.

Easy-to-deploy
Out-of-the-box XDocs DITA 
CCMS is fully functional and 

feature rich. Customization is  
simple and it can be installed 

and deployed in hours.

simple browser based content  
creation and review

�� Streamline the collaboraion process.
�� Minimize SME disruption.
�� Reduce the time taken to approve content.
�� Enable SMEs to create DITA content without having to learn complex tools. 
�� Eliminate the risk of inaccuracies.
�� Full audit trail.

SMEs do not have the time, or desie to learn XML authoring. As a result Writers have had to rely on PDF 
mark-up, MS Word track-changes, or email exchanges. These approaches are slow and can also lead to 
errors leading to another review cycle.
Bluestream WEX lets all parties involved in content creation contribute in a meaningful way. With WEX SMEs 
can quickly review and approve content, share ideas and much more all in a simple web browser.

Accurate documentation development relies on 
SME (Subject Matter Expert) contribution, but 
within a DITA workflow this has always proved 
difficult. 
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Find out how Bluestream can revolutionize your content. 
Contact us today at info@bluestream.com.

WEX is a web-based application for the online review and contribution of DITA content. The premise 
behind the app’s development is simple – no training or installation required. The target audience for this 
application is anyone in the organization who needs to be part of the content lifecycle.

With WEX SMEs can be notified by 
email when their input is required. A 
simple interface displays outstanding 
tasks.

Marking up changes and adding 
notes replicates the experience of 
standard authoring applications and 
no additional learning is required.

All mark-up and annotations are 
created as DITA and are immediately 
viewable by other Users and on other 
tools. Such as the Technical Author 
using desktop Oxygen Author.

With WEX anyone can create new 
DITA Topics – without the need for 
additional training.
WEX solves the problem of how to 
include SMEs and others in the in the 
content workflow. 


